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About This Game

Maiden, born on the field of bloody battle, beautiful and cruel waiting for you, oh hero. You have a unique chance - to feel
yourself in the place of the heroes Helga and Volund, and to get to know these woman warriors closer, those who are allowed to

decide who to live and who to die.

The game is a classic puzzle. You have to go through all ten stages, as well as three levels of difficulty, in which pleasant
surprises await you ;-)

- Puzzle Game

- Artworks

- Nice music

- Steam achievements

Keyboard H: Complete Level
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Title: Nyasha Valkyrie
Genre: Casual, Indie
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Zloy Krot Studio
Publisher:
IR Studio
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7 32-bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2 GHz or faster

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: 1 Gb

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space
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nyasha valkyrie

This was the first videogame that i ever played back when i was about 5 and still to this day I love playing it just as much as i did
back then. Sue the game has a few niggles like the colours can \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up sometimes and the AI isn't all
that smart as every faction that you play against will no matter what always do the same thing but overall this game is still a solid
RTS that unlike RTS's of today don't contain the usual orcs vs humans thing. This game is still a great game and still holds up
well for its age but i wond not reccomend buying it on Steam as it's an open source game and can be downloaded for fee on the
7KAA website. Either way just get this game and you won't be dissapointed.. A gem of a game. Buy this now!. There's the good
and the bad to this game. My reccomendation is pending the developers fixing the HUGE bug with saving advancement data
(see below).

Pros:
- Excellent storyline
- Just the right amount fo scares for me
- Music\/sounds is awesome and sets the tone so well
- Just the right amount of search vs story

Cons:
- Mouse sensitivity is only along x axis. Y axis will always be too harsh
- It runs choppy (this is helped by lowering mouse sensitivity, atleast laterally.)
- Takes awhile to load (only the first time, was not a dealbreaker for me)
- You can fall off the map and be thrown back into your autosave (upstairs in office, back corner I stepped off the map)
- If you get an ending, you MUST START OVER. And I mean this. The game does not recognize that you have done the things
needed to "trigger" the next step. I know this because I triggered advancement, got an ending and when I reloaded my save I
absolutely COULD NOT get it to trigger the next section, no matter what I did (for over an hour). So I had to start over. THIS.
Is frusterating. I will not get the 4th ending because I would have to start all over again to get it (and I made it up until the exact
moment of it, but didn't react fast enough). I am so disappointed at this. THIS is a dealbreaker for me. (It might not be for you,
the entire game, once known can probably be played in 1 hour- or even less- if rushed)

Again, the storyline is amazing. I loved it, just my kind of game. But it was so frusterating for me as a "fan" to have to start
from scratch to try something else when I died. It's like writers killing off your favorite character in a miniseries. It is hard to
suggest this game, but I think I will, PENDING CORRECTION OF THIS HUGE BUG WITH SAVES. If they are fixed (see
patch notes), then buy it!. I enjoyed playing this game, as a fan of tower defense and RPG's. However there are issues within it
that i would like to address. This game can rely on luck, something that is not desired by this player. Resources (including
randomized weapons) and especially money is not easily obtainable. Money is used to upgrade towers and purchase weapons and
artifacts. This game also demands much from the player, from defending agianst attackers to mining resources to slowly moving
your way around the map. However, i still enjoyed my time playing this game because its success for me lies in its
experimentation. Tower defense is one of the genres i have not seen much experimentation in, and this one is certainly a fair
start.

6\/10, but i would still recommend.. This one allows you to be microscophic. don't listen to the Dislikes. This game has a full
Opportunity for Jumpscares and horror. Don't let other people Criticize your opinion at all. The effort put into this is in 123
SMS 2! love both games, even though I only played the first one. NOTE: I would highly recommend reading my indepth guide
on this game if your confused about something.

So after bashing your head against your keyboard out of frustration of not knowing what the perks do, how to dash and what the
bars do under the enemies (all features that wernt explained to you) you come to the steam reviews in desperation for help
before you uninstal the game. Dont worry, papa Hydrus BlaZe has got you covered. First of all the perks I still havent
understood all of them, the first perk gives you another heart the second the skull gives you a heart for every 5 kills (4 with next
upgrade and 3 with 3rd upgrade) the bullet gives you more bullets and the dash icon makes your dash recharge faster, speaking
of dash, you use the < > keys, not the arrows keys , \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 knows why you cant change key binds and the
bleeding heart increases your crit and with the next lvl increases your damage. And the last perk makes easier crits thats all I
know for what the perks are. Your guess is as good as mine as for you wont find that out by playing the game.

Now for the random bar at the bottom of the enimies. This is the critical hit bar. Shoot the enimie when it goes over the yellow
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bar. (BTW the shoot key is M terrible keybind that you cant change and are forced to strain your arm over the period of playing
this game.

Over the time of playing this game Ive realize %50 of the time is trying to beat the 3rd level %25 is learning wtf the perks do
and the other %25 is playing levels over and over and over again. (I manged to bag all the achievements :D) hard core mode
being the hardest of course but I spent three hours on the same lvl not realizing there was a perk that made you do more damage
lol. Restarted the campain and finished almost flawlessly with the damage buff in about 15 min. So yea... I would reccomend
the damage upgrade,

Anyways this game has potential, but my stategy to you is to save bullets, use your dash ability that you only learn how to use
after a hour of game play to go past enimies to go to one side of the screen the unload on the "train" enimies and dash past them
and repeat.

Not bad indie title and I have high hopes for it and cant wait for the dlc.. A variation on the standard Bejewelled Twist game -
with RPG elements of levelling up and choosing your army.
Starts off easily but about 5 missions in takes a sharp spike in terms of difficulty. Rewarding if you hang on but not one for
casual players.

Edited 18/06/2016 - After playing a number of other match-3 games like Puzzle Quest I am no longer as approving of
Gyromancer. The sudden spike in difficulty in this game means I've never progressed beyond a certain point that is, to my
knowledge, fairly early on whereas with Puzzle Quest there is a more linear difficulty curve and plenty to do.

I do like the music in this game though. And that's about it I'm afraid.
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Cute Disney-princess-like puzzle\/hidden object game. Probably best suited for kids as the puzzles are easy and the fairy helper
easily hints\/solves the puzzles if you're stuck.

The player controls princess Isabella after she came home to her castle, which was cursed in her absence. Move from room to
room and remove the curse in each room. There is some backtracking, but as the map lets you jump to rooms, this is not a
problem. Your fairy companion gains abilities as you progress through the castle.

I encountered one bug only and it was getting 2 of the same item as I clicked too fast to pick it up. It did not change the game in
any way other than having that extra item in my inventory.

There is some seriously flawed logic in this game; of course the normal magic\/fairy, but also "lighting this fire will remove the
curse from the room because warm = not evil" while in another room"putting out this fire will remove the curse from the room".
wut. There is no punishment for missclicking in the hidden object games other than not being able to click for a few seconds.
The fairy will help you complete if you're stuck.

Decent graphics, music and voice acting. Very Disney-like in sound effects. I had to turn down the music and sounds as there
are too loud compared to the voices on default. A lot of small cutscenes, but all are skippable by mouse-clicking.

Recommended for younger players, really cute game.. Absolutely amazing. It's like American Football with hover tanks.. This is
the best route on Train Sim, even though there is faster routes they all have some quirks. But this route is just plain awesome the
train doesnt drive its self which is so fun, I would highly reccomend this route to anyone!. Abandoned!!!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/X3QDO3rdp28

And rather soon, unless it never worked to begin with.. All excitement ends when You try to play actual game after You finish
tutorials.

I did try grand campaign with AI turned off and if and You might think that it makes the game "easy", Well, it does not.

Managing the order of battle (OOB) in this game is very complicated and will produce very strange results, like corps with a size
of an army group (represented as XXXXX in the troop browser) and the army that is of size of brigade. The problem lies in the
AGE engine that is designed around the concept of "stack of troops" and these stacks are basically Your main "game pieces",
originally intended to represent armies themselves and all army/corps/division arrangements You make do not represent actual
divisions or corps. It is just a game element that gives You a bonus if You manage to squeeze a certain amount of troops without
penalties.

Someone could argue that these difficulties to create a regular army from the random groups of irregular troops, represent
"historical reality", but I doubt that a game engine was the real reason that did not let Russian whites to stop the reds.

In the essence, why i do not recommend this game is that the game AI should be the one that provides the challagne to You and
not the interface.

Also I believe that the Russian revolution setting would be great for the different kind of game focusing on the squad level
engagements.. Since I was a kid, I've always dreamed of building my own spaceship and killing my enemy using energy
sword/lightsaber... and now my wish have come true.
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Hentai DLC is now available!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1071210/Hentai_DLC_for_Nyasha_Valkyrie/. Artbook 18+ is now available!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1080510/Nyasha_Valkyrie__Artbook_18/?beta=1
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